
Good governance and rule of law (SDG16)
Sustainable management of natural resources
(SDG6, SDG13)
Economic transformation and development
(SDG7, SDG8)
Agriculture and rural development (SDG2,
SDG15)

Expertise on Demand (EoD)
at a glance

The objective of the EoD is to share Czech
experience and specific know-how in the target
countries of the Czech-UNDP Partnership. EoD
uses the IC modality for provision of concrete
deliverables.

EoD uses the IC modality for
provision of concrete deliverables
within existing CO projects.

Budget for EoD initiatives is
between USD 10,000 - 40,000
(depending on number of working
days that could be up to 90 days).

There are 49 Czech experts in the
GPN Express Roster and over 60 in
CUP's own roster.

Number of completed
projects since 2018:

Objectives and purpose:

GPN Roster available

Up to 90 working days

Support of CO projects

33

Czech-UNDP Partnership for SDGs

Total number of Experts
deployed:

40

EoD Thematic Areas

Average costs for one
EoD project:

33,945 $
Average costs of one
expert:

20,367 $

The Expertise on Demand (“EoD”) is a component of the Czech-UNDP Partnership for SDGs, a project
funded by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic and implemented by the UNDP Istanbul
Regional Hub (IRH). The primary objective of the EoD is to transfer Czech experience and specific
know-how in the target countries of the Czech-UNDP Partnership for SDGs.

https://undp.cz/


EXPERTS IN THE
GPN ROSTER

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
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DISASTER RISK REDUCTION
 

INCLUSIVE GROWTH, YOUTH

06

Emerging technologies, transformation,
advisory, digital analysis, visualization,

management 

Disaster risk reduction and recovery, capacity
building

Livelihoods, social inclusion, waste
management, environmental governance,

climate change and adaptation

PROGRAMME SUPPORT, HUMAN
RIGHTS, GOVERNANCE

AREA BASED DEVELOPMENT

Human rights, compliance

Sectoral climate analysis, climate change
coordination and social inclusion chemical and

waste management Ecosystems and
biodiversity, environmental governance,

climate change adaptation

NATURE, CLIMATE, ENERGY

Sustainable urbanization, inclusive, resilient
and peaceful cities

Available Czech Expertise in the GPN/ExpRes
Roster 

49

Explore existing projects in the Expertise on Demand Portfolio
See the full GUIDELINES
Reach out to us at: cup.applications@undp.org
Please reach out also if you seek help for finding a different Czech expert.

To learn more about EoD:

 Czech-UNDP Partnership for SDGs 2023

https://intranet.undp.org/unit/cru/rrsg/Lists/ACP/Search.aspx?View=%7BB7956D3E-CF47-4AEA-80D2-F4397C1BB766%7D&FilterField1=ref_Country_and_Region&FilterValue1=Czech+Republic&InitialTabId=Ribbon.Read&VisibilityContext=WSSTabPersistence#InplviewHashb7956d3e-cf47-4aea-80d2-f4397c1bb766=InitialTabId%3DRibbon%252ERead-VisibilityContext%3DWSSTabPersistence-FilterField1%3Dref%255FCountry%255Fand%255FRegion-FilterValue1%3DCzech%2520Republic-FilterField2%3Dref%255FExpRes%255FSubProfiles%255Fx003A%255FPro-FilterValue2%3DDigital%2520Transformation
https://intranet.undp.org/unit/cru/rrsg/Lists/ACP/Search.aspx?View=%7BB7956D3E-CF47-4AEA-80D2-F4397C1BB766%7D&FilterField1=ref_Country_and_Region&FilterValue1=Czech+Republic&InitialTabId=Ribbon.Read&VisibilityContext=WSSTabPersistence#InplviewHashb7956d3e-cf47-4aea-80d2-f4397c1bb766=InitialTabId%3DRibbon%252ERead-VisibilityContext%3DWSSTabPersistence-FilterField1%3Dref%255FCountry%255Fand%255FRegion-FilterValue1%3DCzech%2520Republic-FilterFields2%3Dref%255FExpRes%255FSubProfiles-FilterValues2%3DDisaster%2520Risk%2520Management%2520Advisor%253B%2523Environmental%2520Governance%253B%2523Chemicals%2520and%2520Waste%2520Management%253B%2523Climate%2520Change%2520Adaptation
https://intranet.undp.org/unit/cru/rrsg/Lists/ACP/Search.aspx?View=%7BB7956D3E-CF47-4AEA-80D2-F4397C1BB766%7D&FilterField1=ref_Country_and_Region&FilterValue1=Czech+Republic&InitialTabId=Ribbon.Read&VisibilityContext=WSSTabPersistence#InplviewHashb7956d3e-cf47-4aea-80d2-f4397c1bb766=InitialTabId%3DRibbon%252ERead-VisibilityContext%3DWSSTabPersistence-FilterField1%3Dref%255FCountry%255Fand%255FRegion-FilterValue1%3DCzech%2520Republic-FilterFields2%3Dref%255FExpRes%255FSubProfiles%255Fx003A%255FPro-FilterValues2%3DInclusive%2520Growth%253B%2523Youth
https://intranet.undp.org/unit/cru/rrsg/Lists/ACP/Search.aspx?View=%7BB7956D3E-CF47-4AEA-80D2-F4397C1BB766%7D&FilterField1=ref_Country_and_Region&FilterValue1=Czech+Republic&InitialTabId=Ribbon.Read&VisibilityContext=WSSTabPersistence#InplviewHashb7956d3e-cf47-4aea-80d2-f4397c1bb766=InitialTabId%3DRibbon%252ERead-VisibilityContext%3DWSSTabPersistence-FilterField1%3Dref%255FCountry%255Fand%255FRegion-FilterValue1%3DCzech%2520Republic-FilterFields2%3Dref%255FExpRes%255FSubProfiles%255Fx003A%255FPro-FilterValues2%3DInclusive%2520Growth%253B%2523Youth
https://intranet.undp.org/unit/cru/rrsg/Lists/ACP/Search.aspx?View=%7BB7956D3E-CF47-4AEA-80D2-F4397C1BB766%7D&FilterField1=ref_Country_and_Region&FilterValue1=Czech+Republic&InitialTabId=Ribbon.Read&VisibilityContext=WSSTabPersistence#InplviewHashb7956d3e-cf47-4aea-80d2-f4397c1bb766=InitialTabId%3DRibbon%252ERead-VisibilityContext%3DWSSTabPersistence-FilterField1%3Dref%255FCountry%255Fand%255FRegion-FilterValue1%3DCzech%2520Republic-FilterFields2%3Dref%255FExpRes%255FSubProfiles%255Fx003A%255FPro-FilterValues2%3DRule%2520of%2520Law%253B%2523Youth%253B%2523Programme%2520Support%253B%2523
https://intranet.undp.org/unit/cru/rrsg/Lists/ACP/Search.aspx?View=%7BB7956D3E-CF47-4AEA-80D2-F4397C1BB766%7D&FilterField1=ref_Country_and_Region&FilterValue1=Czech+Republic&InitialTabId=Ribbon.Read&VisibilityContext=WSSTabPersistence#InplviewHashb7956d3e-cf47-4aea-80d2-f4397c1bb766=InitialTabId%3DRibbon%252ERead-VisibilityContext%3DWSSTabPersistence-SortField%3Dref_Country_and_Region-SortDir%3DAsc-FilterField1%3Dref%255FCountry%255Fand%255FRegion-FilterValue1%3DCzech%2520Republic-FilterField2%3Dref%255FExpRes%255FSubProfiles%255Fx003A%255FPro-FilterValue2%3DLivelihoods%2520and%2520Area%2520Based%2520Development
https://intranet.undp.org/unit/cru/rrsg/Lists/ACP/Search.aspx?View=%7BB7956D3E-CF47-4AEA-80D2-F4397C1BB766%7D&FilterField1=ref_Country_and_Region&FilterValue1=Czech+Republic&InitialTabId=Ribbon.Read&VisibilityContext=WSSTabPersistence#InplviewHashb7956d3e-cf47-4aea-80d2-f4397c1bb766=InitialTabId%3DRibbon%252ERead-VisibilityContext%3DWSSTabPersistence-FilterField1%3Dref%255FCountry%255Fand%255FRegion-FilterValue1%3DCzech%2520Republic-FilterField2%3Dref%255FExpRes%255FSubProfiles%255Fx003A%255FPro-FilterValue2%3DNature%252C%2520Climate%2520and%2520Energy
https://undp.cz/eod/expertis-on-demand-portfolio/
https://undp.cz/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/II.-EoD-Guidelines-2023.pdf
mailto:cup.applications@undp.org

